SMALL SCALE SOLUTIONS

NOTIFIER®
by Honeywell
NOTIFIER’s FireWarden 50 and 100-2 intelligent fire alarm control systems are perfect for facilities requiring simple, yet, state-of-the-art fire protection that is easy to install, test, and maintain. With the FireWarden Series, you can now have the benefits of advanced addressable technology with an investment comparable to conventional systems.

For applications where emergency voice evacuation is required, NOTIFIER offers the FireVoice 25/50, a versatile voice evacuation system that integrates quickly and easily with new or existing fire alarm systems.
Take A Non-Conventional Approach
The FireWarden-50 is perfect for smaller buildings requiring a minimal amount of initiating and notification devices - installations typically served by conventional panels.

By offering all the benefits of addressable technology, including support for up to 50 addressable devices of any type on a single SLC loop, the FireWarden-50 represents a highly competitive and favorable alternative to today’s conventional systems.

Typical applications include: banks, child care centers, places of worship, restaurants, and small retail stores.

Quick and Easy Programming
The Auto-Programming feature quickly identifies, configures, and stores detector and module types, establishing fire protection for an entire facility within seconds. Additional system programming can be performed easily using the on-board keypad, PS2 computer keyboard, or Windows® based programming utility, VFWarden-CD.

Built-In NAC Synchronization
Built-in programmable NAC synchronization protocol with Selective Silence for System Sensor®, Wheelock®, and Gentex® removes the need for additional wiring, hardware, sync modules, and labor.

Valuable, Time-Saving Enhancements

FireWarden-100-2
System Features
- One Style 4, 6, or 7 SLC
- Up to 198 addressable devices, (99 detectors/99 modules)
- Four Class B or two Class A NACs
- 3 amp power supply, expandable to 6 amps
- Up to 32 remote annunciators; 80-character LCD
- Integrated Digital Alarm Communicator Transmitter [DACT]
- 80-character LCD display
FireWarden-50
System Features

- One Style 4, 6, or 7 SLC
- Supports up to 50 addressable devices (any mix of detectors and modules)
- Two Class A or B, independently programmable NACs
- 2.7 amp power supply
- Integrated Digital Alarm Communicator Transmitter (DACT)
- 80-character LCD display
- Up to 8 remote annunciation devices; 80-character LCD, graphic annunciator, printer

A More Intelligent Option
The FireWarden-100-2 is designed for applications requiring more advanced addressable intelligence, flexible programming options, and robust power supply for driving horns, strobes, and auxiliary devices.

With features such as remote upload/download programming and diagnostics, point identification, drift compensation, built in DACT, and NAC synchronization, the FireWarden-100-2 delivers big system performance on a smaller scale.

Typical installations include: cinemas, department stores, food stores, elementary schools, and small nursing homes or assisted living facilities.

Integrated DACT
With an integral Digital Alarm Communicator Transmitter (DACT) for off-premises monitoring and remote Upload/Download programming, the FireWarden features state-of-the-art communication technology in a compact package.

Ease of Maintenance and Troubleshooting
Using the VFVarden programming utility, authorized users can view system parameters, including: current system status, detector sensitivity, history files, voltages, and other information remotely. Because devices in trouble are individually identified, technicians can quickly and accurately diagnose the problem and respond to the service call fully prepared to correct the issue.
VERSATILE VOICE EVACUATION FOR SMALL APPLICATIONS

FireVoice 25/50
System Features

- Single or dual, independently programmable, 25 watt speaker circuits
- Stores up to 60 seconds of field-recordable messages
- Up to five distinct messages
- All-call feature
- Live paging with built-in microphone

Typical installations include: auditoriums, theatres, restaurants, places of worship, and museums.

Quick and Easy Integration

NOTIFIER'S FireVoice 25/50 is optimal for small facilities that require voice evacuation, and a perfect compliment to the FireWarden Series of intelligent fire alarm control panels. Triggered via NAC polarity reversal, contact closure, or EIA-485 data, the FireVoice 25/50 voice evacuation, paging, and firefighter telephone system integrates quickly and easily with new or existing fire alarm systems.

Multiple Message Options

The FireVoice 25/50 will broadcast one of five custom programmed messages throughout the building for many different types of emergencies, including: fire, tornados, hurricanes, earthquakes, industrial accidents, or medical alerts. When necessary, authorized personnel can deliver live instructions using the system's integrated microphone. In applications where "evacuation by zone" is required, the optional FireVoice 25/50 Zone Splitter produces up to 24 distinct zones of evacuation.

Multi-functional

Services for background music, general paging and telephone paging can all be accomplished through the FireVoice 25/50. These features can eliminate the need for duplicate audio systems in a building.
For over 50 years, NOTIFIER has been a leader in the fire alarm industry. Today, we are the largest manufacturer of engineered fire alarm systems with over 400 distributors worldwide, and regional support operations on every continent helping to ensure we provide the flexibility and options your business needs.